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German Army Campaign 1914 Images
This map shows the boundaries and major cities of the German Empire at the time it entered the First World War
in August 1914. Share this item Share on pinterest Share on facebook Share on twitter
Invasion of Poland - Wikipedia
The military dimension of the German involvement in the First World War can best be illustrated in numbers:
between 1914 and 1918, 13.67 million men served in the armed forces. 2,036,897 men were killed or later died of
wounds. 2,000,876 of those who died were from the army, 34,836 from the navy, and 1185 from colonial forces.
Recruitment to the British Army during the First World War ...
Schlieffen was an ardent student of military history, and his strategic plan was inspired by the Battle of Cannae
(216 bce), a pivotal engagement during the Second Punic War.At Cannae the Carthaginian general Hannibal
defeated a much larger Roman force with a successful double envelopment, turning the Roman army’s flanks and
destroying it. Schlieffen was convinced that a modern enemy force ...
British Army medal index cards 1914-1920 - The National ...
Campaign Medal Rolls 1914-1919 1914-1919 Naval Casualities 1914-1919 ... POW British Army held in German
Camps ... Irish Army Census Records: Includes images of the census records. These two collections are the only
two name-searchable databases on the website. Other collections on this website include a military image gallery
and unit histories.
WWI (Imperial) Medals & Swords | Lakesidetrader
Getty Images. General Erich Ludendorff (1865-1937) was a top German military commander in the latter stages of
World War I. Educated in the cadet corps, Ludendorff was named chief of staff to the ...
British Campaign Medals of the First World War (WW1)
Print Collector/Getty Images/Getty Images. In response to a North Sea military blockade that Britain imposed the
previous November, on Feb 4. Germany declared a war zone in the waters around the U.K., beginning a
campaign of submarine warfare. This would lead to the May 7 sinking of the British ocean liner Lusitania by a
German U-boat.. Stymied in Europe, Allied forces tried to gain momentum ...
World War I: Summary, Causes & Facts - HISTORY
This article studies Germany’s experiences of occupation during and immediately after the First World War. The
first section examines the French attack on Alsace-Lorraine in August 1914 and the Russian invasions of East
Prussia from August 1914 until March 1915. The second section focuses on the Franco-Belgian occupation of the
Ruhr in 1923-1925 and the Allied occupation in the Rhineland up ...
Animals in World War One, 1914-1918 - Rare Historical Photos
Gallipoli Campaign, also called Dardanelles Campaign, (February 1915–January 1916), in World War I, an AngloPage 1/2
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French operation against Turkey, intended to force the 38-mile- (61-km-) long Dardanelles channel and to occupy
Constantinople. Plans for such a venture were considered by the British authorities between 1904 and 1911, but
military and ...
Christmas Truce of 1914 in World War I - ThoughtCo
Images, not indexed. In German. Military Records. Germany and Austria, Military and Marine Unit Histories,
1760-1933. ($) Index and images. Incomplete. Das K.K. sterreische Auxiliarcorps im russischen Feldzuge (The
KK Austrian Auxiliarcorps in the Russian campaign), 1812, ($). Index and images. Incomplete.
Oak Leaves, Knights, German, Iron Cross & Spange ...
AFP/AFP/Getty Images. 8 of 67. ... A young French girl clings to her mother in May 1940 as French civilians flee
the German Army offensive in the north of France.-/AFP/Getty Images. 27 of 67. Adolf Hitler (standing, center)
declares war on the United States at the Reichstag in Berlin, Germany on December 11, 1941. ... Between 1914
and 1918 ...
.
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